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Abslrael--We describe hob model-based reasoning knowledge (represented in the form of Horn clauses) 
can be transformed into el~cient diagnostic procedures. These procedures, in the form of generahzed 
decision trees, are produced by partial exaluation of a declarative system model. These decision trees are 
constructed incrementally based on diagnostic sessions and the system model. Both optimal measurement 
point selection and fault locahzation are included in these diagnostic procedures. 
Using this approach we produce a diagnosis ystem which integrates both model-based structural and 
beha,,ioral knowledge and generates explicit diagnostic knowledge. This structure guarantees both high 
flexibilit~ and a good runtime behavior. 
Conventional inductive learning algorithms produce decision trees with constant attribute labels for 
decision making. In contrast our algorithm generates generalized expression labels leading to much smaller 
and more understandable d cision trees. This is done by exploiting the logic representation f the model 
and an extension of well-known partial evaluatton techniques. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Model-based reasoning has been shown to have many advantages over heuristic diagnostic systems, 
especially in the areas of flexibility, reusability and completeness (see for example Refs [I-4]). 
However, these advantages come at a price. Usually, model-based reasoning systems have a 
significantly worse runtime behavior than ordinary systems. This stems mainly from the different 
types of knowledge that are represented explicitly in such systems. 
Explicit knowledge in a model-based system consists of declarative descriptions of structure and 
behavior of the system to be diagnosed, together with its components. However, knowledge about 
fault localization and measurement selection is only implicitly represented. 
In heuristic expert systems this diagnostic knowledge is represented explicitly. Therefore these 
systems generally have a much better runtime behavior than model-based systems. However, 
their architecture l ads to a loss of flexibility, and usually also a loss of completeness, in these 
shallow-level diagnosis ystems. 
We integrate both approaches into one diagnosis ystem. A model-based structure serves as 
background knowledge to compile needed iagnostic knowledge into explicit form. This learning 
task is done concurrently with the diagnosis of actual cases and uses data and decisions from the 
diagnosis ession. It results in a generalized diagnostic decision tree explicitly covering part of the 
implicit knowledge described in the system model and its procedural components (problem solver 
and measurement point selection function). The decision tree labels do not only contain constants, 
but include expressions derived from the model description as well. 
If a new diagnostic ase is covered by the decision tree, the faults are found using the decision 
tree. Otherwise the background model-based knowledge is used to diagnose the case and the 
decision tree is incrementally extended to cover the class of examples represented by the new case. 
Thus we are able to improve the diagnosis peed of the system without sacrificing the flexibility, 
correctness and completeness (not withstanding any errors in the model itself) of the model-based 
approach. 
The resulting system integrates several paradigms and combines their advantages as follows. 
hlductiz,e learning algorithms with explanation-based methodology and partial et,aluations. We 
extend the decision-tree formalism [5] with generalized labels. These labels are based on the 
knowledge inherent in the system model, and not only on the values in the training examples. This 
leads to a higher information content of the attributes and to a smaller decision tree. 
Model-based iagnosis, hwremental learning and logic programming. We implement a model- 
based.learning diagnosis ystem which dynamically learns efficient decision procedures. While we 
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retain the flexibility of the model-based approach, we achieve fficient runtime behavior by making 
the diagnostic knowledge xplicit. The system is built using logic programming techniques both 
for knowledge representation a d for the generation of the decision tree. 
Implementating our system in a logic programming framework makes it possible to represent 
our system model (structural and behavioral knowledge) by Horn clauses. This enables us to use 
logic programming techniques uch as meta interpretation and partial evaluation [6]. 
The algorithm is currently being implemented in the context of an expert system for fault 
detection in an analogdigital audio routing system (i.e. Refs [7.8]). Examples we have investigated 
include commonly used circuits like the D74 and the full adder circuit. 
In the following section we briefly show the efficiency of our approach for the well-known D74 
circuit (i.e. Refs [I-3]). After specifying our basic assumptions we describe the underlying principles 
and concepts of our approach in Section 4. An algorithm is given to incrementally compile implicit 
diagnosis and measurement point-selection k owledge into a decision tree. We describe its structure 
and give some size estimates for important special cases. In the last sections we compare our 
approach with other techniques and algorithms and discuss further research directions. The 
appendix includes a partial generation of the decision tree for the full adder circuit and a short 
description of our partial evaluation algorithm. 
2. D74 C IRCUIT  EXAMPLE 
In Fig. I the well-known D74 circuit is shown, which has been used extensively in the 
model-based reasoning literature. It consists of three multipliers and two adders. 
The D74 circuit is modeled by the Horn clause theory in Example I to describe connections, 
type and behavior of the different components. The usual axioms for multiplication, addition and 
equality are omitted. The predicates used are self-explanatory. However, they are described in more 
detail in Section 3.1. 
In addition to the system description the theory is extended by eal predicates denoting 
measurements. If some components are faulty, they may not function as described by the theory. 
Assuming a component as correct is expressed by an ok (x) unit clause which is added to the theory. 
If we assume all components to be ok in Example I, we get an inconsistent theory because of the 
difference between measured and deduced ~.alues. 
To identify the malfunctioning components, we assume a maximal subset 7( of all system 
components, uch that the theory is consistent with the observations represented by the t'al(Port, 
l'ulue I facts. Assuming the correct behavior of a component which is not in this set yields an 
inconsistent system. Therefore, all components c, not present in ~ have to be assumed as faulty 
(-qo/,'{c, II. The set of these components i a valid diagnosis. 
In our example, a possible set of observations i included at the end of the model description. 
The single fault diagnosis for this particular set is ~ok{ml).  
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Fig. 2. Decision tree for single faults (D74). Fig. I. D74 circuit: m I. m2, m3 are multipliers; a I 
and a2 are adders. 
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Example I 
t'al(out(M), 
ral(in I(M), 
ral(in2(M), 
ral(out(A ), 
val(m I(A ), 
val(in 2(A ), 
V3),--multiplier( M ), ok (M), 
t,al(& I(M), VI), t'al(in2(M), V2), V3 = VI,V2. 
V I)~multiplier(M), ok (M), 
val(out(M), V3), val(in2(M), V2), V3 = Vi*V2. 
V2) ,- multiplier ( M ), ok (M), 
val(out(M), V3),t,al(inl(M), VI), V3 = ["1,I,'2. 
V3)~adder(A ). ok (A ), 
t,al(in I(A ), V I ), t,al(in2(A ), V2), V3 = V I + V2. 
V I)*--adder(A ), ok (A), 
t'al(out(A), V3, val(in2(A),(V2), V3= VI + V2. 
V2)*--adder( A ), ok (.4). 
val(out(A), V3), ral(in I(A), VI), 1,'3 = Vl + I,'2. 
X = Y,-eal(Port, X), t'al(Port, Y). 
ral(X, Y)~conn(X, Z), ral(Z, Y). 
val(X, Y)*--conn(Z, X), ral(Z, Y). 
multipler (m I ). multiplier (m 2). 
muh ipler ( m 3). 
adder(a i). adder(a2). 
conn(out(m I), in I(a I). 
corm (out(m 2), & I (a 2)). 
conn (out (m 2), in 2(a I )). 
conn( out(m 3), in 2(a2)). 
conn(a, in I(m I )). corm(c, m2(m 1)). 
conn(b, & I(m2)). conn(d, in2(m2)). 
corm (c, hi I(m 3)). conn (e, in 2(m 3)). 
comz( t~ out (a I )). corm (g, out (a 2)). 
conn (x, out (m I )). conn (y. out (m 2)). 
conn(:, out(m 3 )). 
ral(a, 3). ral(b, 2). eal(c, 2). 
l,al(d, 3). val(e. 3). 
ral(f, I0). val(g, 12). val(x, 4). 
The generated ecision tree is depicted in Fig. 2. It is valid for any positive inputs and single 
faults. The tree corresponds highly to an intuitive constructed iagnostic decision tree. However, 
we will show the general form and generation algorithm in the following sections. The Appendix 
includes a detailed construction of a more general example. 
If we suspect a fault in the circuit, we first perform a measurement a  the ports a, b, c, d and 
e. The next measurement suggested by the decision tree is f . t  If the measured value is equal to 
ac + bd we follow the right branch, else the left one. During the diagnosis we successively use the 
measurement points suggested by the nodes of the tree and compare them against he expression 
labels. The diagnosis process ends when we reach a leaf of the tree. 
It can be similarly extended for multiple faults. In our example we assumed a failure probability 
of 0.01 for each component. The expression labels have been simplified for easier readability. The 
labels of the nodes denote measurement points to choose, the labels of the leaves identify diagnoses. 
If more than one label can be derived, we have deleted the subsumed ones. 
For example, the expression f= at' + bd has actually been derived as 
t'al(/~ F),--ral(a, A ), val(c, C), t'al(b. B), t'al(d, D), F = A*C + B,D, 
where the clause is generated by partial evaluation of t'al(l] F). 
ig might haxe been proposed, too. We haxe taken the first one in alphabetical order 
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For the left branch leading to 7ok(m2),  two expression labels can be derived, g =f -ac  + ce 
and g :~ bd + ce. However, the second one is subsumed by the first label plus f # ac + bd. 
The small size of the tree shows clearly the power of the generalized condition labels derived 
from the behavioral model. Its size is independent of the number of possible different values, while 
a conventional decision tree [5, 9] grows at least proportionally with this number. Furthermore, 
finding faults using the decision tree is much more efficient han using the underlying model-based 
reasoning engine [3]. 
Note that the above example is not the most general case possible. The D74 circuit has the 
property that no fault masking is possible. The adder components are fully invertible; i,e. the values 
of any two ports determine the value of the third port. The multipliers cannot mask any faults in 
the case of a zero input, as they are successors of no other component. The selection of optimal 
measurement points for the D74 circuit is independent of the input combination. 
3. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 
The goal of our research has been to integrate and improve various techniques uch as 
model-based reasoning and decision tree formalisms, as well as explanation-(EBL) and similarity- 
based learning (SBL) ideas. We ha~e not concentrated on extending the assumptions made in most 
of the current literature about diagnosis and faults. 
The application area of our algorithm concerns ystems whose correct behavior and structure 
can be represented by a Horn clause model, In most of the current model-based reasoning literature 
electronic ircuits are used to exemplify these ideas. We will use these examples in our paper, too. 
We will describe how to represent structure and behavior ules in our system in the next section. 
Additionally, we will summarize our basic assumptions about diagnosis and faults. 
3. I. Model description 
As outlined in the D74 example, we use definite Horn clauses to model the structure and behavior 
of the system. These clauses specify component ypes, connections and the behavior of the 
components in the form of input/output functions. The whole set of clauses characterizes the 
correct behavior of the system and is called a system description (SD). A component is represented 
as an atom. The set of all system components i denoted by COMPONENTS.  
The system description contains some distinguished predicates. These predicates are the okay 
(e.g, ok(C)), the value (e.g. eal(P, V)), the connection (e.g. conn(P 1, P2)) and the equality predicate 
(e.g. J'l = ~'2 + I'3). Special function symbols (+,  ,) are used to denote the relations between the 
different values. They may also be implemented as predicates in Prolog. 
• ok(C) is true if component C works correctly with respect to the specified 
inputioutput function. 
• eal(P, V) binds value r" to port P. Types of values such as current or voltage can 
be represented by function symbols (e.g. val(curr(in I(a)), high)). We assume that 
the domain of values for input/output ports is finite, 
• corm(X, Y) denotes an existing (bidirectional) connection between ports X and Y 
(e.g. conn(out(m I), 011(al)). It is also used to equate ports with measurement 
point symbols (a, b, c , . . . )  for easier readability of expressions. 
• The equality symbol has to be handled carefully, since it can introduce a significant 
increase in complexity. We allow the use of this symbol in the body of definite 
Horn Clauses. thus enabling restricted constraint logic programming techniques 
[10]. 
• Additionally, the equality symbol is used to constrain the number of different 
values at a port to one. It is due to the presence of this constraint that the system 
model can be inconsistent. We can get differing predicted and observed values at 
one port, due to the failure of one or more components which do not function 
according to the system description. In such a case we have to make some failure 
assumptions in order to reduce the number of different values to one and to make 
the system consistent again. 
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If the value of a port is observable, we call it a measurement point. These observations or 
measurements (OBS) are expressed as val predicates. If  we measure the value 10 at port f, it is 
asserted as vai(f, 10). 
Predictions for measurement points on the system model are single-valued: no disjunctive 
predictions for a given measurement point are possible. Otherwise, we could not use the Horn 
clause formalism. 
We assume the system to be modeled as completely as possible. As in other model-based systems, 
a wrong or incomplete system descriptions can lead to wrong or incomplete diagnoses. 
3.2, Diagnosis 
Only non-intermittent faults are possible in the system (i.e. once a fault occurs in the system, 
it can be observed uring the whole diagnosis process). Additionally, the component functionality 
does not change over time. Therefore, we can assume that the state of the diagnosed system does 
not change during the diagnosis interval. However, both single and multiple faults can be handled. 
Measuring values does not affect the state of the system. 
4. PR INCIPLES ,  CONCEPTS AND ALGORITHMS 
We will first give some basic definitions and an overview of the tasks of a diagnostic system. Then 
we will describe how to generate the basic knowledge structures for our decision tree (rules for 
conflict detection and measurement selection conditions). 
4. I. Basic definitions 
Let us first give some definitions of diagnoses and conflict sets. These definitions appear in more 
detail in Ref. [4]. 
Definition ! (diagnosis) 
A diagnosis for (SD, OBS, COMPONENTS) is a minimal set A c_ COMPONENTS such that 
the set of clauses 
SDuOBSw{~ok(c) lc  eA}u){ok(c)lc e COMPONENTS - A}, 
is consistent. 
Example 2 
In the previously described D74 circuit and the set of observations used in Example I, the 
diagnosis is [m I]. 
Definition 2 (conflict set) 
A conflict set for (SD, OBS, COMPONENTS) is a set CS c COMPONENTS such that 
SDwOBSw{ok(c)[c ~ CS}, 
is inconsistent. 
Example 3 
Under the assumption that the value at port x is unknown, we get the two conflict sets 
(ml ,m2,  a l )  and (ml ,m3,  al,a2). 
Definition 3 (hitting set) 
A hitting set H of a collection C of sets is a set which contains at least one element from each 
set of C. From a minimal hitting set no element can be removed without losing the hitting set 
property. 
Theorem i
A~COMPONENTS is a diagnosis for (SD, COMPONENTS, OBS) iff A is a minimal hitting 
set for the collection of minimal conflict sets for (SD, COMPONENTS, OBS). 
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The proof of the theorem can be found in Ref. [4]. 
Example 4 
The minimal hitting sets of the conflict sets in Example 3 are [ml], [al], [m2, m3], [m2, a2]. 
4.2. Diagnostic tasks 
To discuss the tasks of our algorithm, let us summarize the two basic steps in a model-based 
reasoning architecture for diagnosis, illustrated by the system of Ref. [3]: 
• Detection of all minimal conflict sets between model predictions and actual 
observations. 
• Selection of optimal measurement points which differentiate most between the 
possible diagnoses. 
Due to the complexity of these steps, it is preferable to "'learn" the diagnostic knowledge 
implicitly involved in these steps and transform it into a more efficient form (decision trees, rules, 
etc.). 
This can be done using the general background knowledge of the system model and the special 
diagnostic knowledge present in specific examples. Basically the system learns to characterize (in 
the form of a generalized ecision tree) if new diagnosis essions result in the same predictions for 
possible diagnoses and measurement points. 
To do this we have to differentiate between the following types of knowledge which have to be 
made explicit: 
• The set ofcomponents which may be assumed faulty depending on an inconsistent 
measurement (i.e. which minimal conflict sets follow from the measurements-- 
something which is implicitly represented in the system model and the deduction 
process). 
• Identification of the optimal measurements o take--something which is deter- 
mined b.~ evaluating a measurement selection function. We will rely on an 
entropy-based function to make these decisions. 
The learning algorithm is interlea~ ed with each new. diagnostic ase presented to the model-based 
system. If the new case can be diagnosed using the decision tree generated so far, we use the tree 
to find the faulty components. Otherwise we have to generate a new branch covering this diagnostic 
case. This branch is constructed while diagnosing the case using the model-based inference ngine. 
The model-based system finds a diagnosis by a succession of conflict set detection and 
measurement selection steps. In order to cover more than just this specific example, the learning 
algorithm generalizes the conditions of the specific case to more general ones which lead to the 
same conflict sets and measurement selection points. To get such generalized conditions for conflict 
set detection and measurement selection, we use partial evaluation of measurement points. 
In the next t~o sections we will describe the prerequisites for learning this efficient decision tree 
representation. To characterize classes of diagnostic ases, we ~ill describe two learning subtasks 
in more detail: 
• Generation of prediction rules, to get all predicted measurement point values and 
their assumption sets. 
• Generalization of measurement point selection. 
4.3. Rules for conflict detection 
As stated above, the key point of diagnosis is to detect all minimal conflict sets. The existence 
of conflict sets is caused by inconsistencies which can only arise at ports where different values are 
predicted or obserxed. We describe how conflict sets are constructed and how general rules are 
found facilitating a fast conflict set generation procedure for a given set of measurement points. 
4.3./. Conltict detection. Conflict detection can be done by propagating values through the 
system model and maintaining assumption sets for these values, where the assumption sets contain 
the components used during the propagation. A component c, is member of an assumption set for 
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value t' if c can be deduced under the assumption that c, is correct. The assumption sets of observed 
valuest are empty. 
After we have measured a, b, c, d, e, fand  g in the D74 circuit according to Example I, we get 
the following values and their corresponding assumption sets: 
x = (4,,~tok(a I), ok(m2)}, {ok(a I), ok(a2), ok(m3)}), 
(6,,[ok(m 1)}), 
.v =4 (resp. z'a/(x, 4)) can be derived using the following expressions: x =f-bd  and 
x =f -g  + ce. x = 6 can be derived using x = ac. 
If only one value is derived for each port. we have a consistent system. It is possible to deduce 
values for a port using different assumption sets. If two distinct values are deduced tbr one port, 
we have recognized at least one conflict set. A conflict set is constructed by merging the 
corresponding assumption sets, resulting in an inconsistent system if the components in the 
assumption sets are assumed to work correctly. For the example above, we detect wo conflict sets 
(ml ,  a l ,m2)  and (m I ,a l ,  a2, m3). This results in four possible diagnoses [m I], [al], [m2, a2] 
and [m2, m3]. Two main properties of value assumption sets can be observed: 
• Since we want to detect new conflict sets, deductions of values with an assumption 
set which is known to be inconsistent are useless, since they will lead only to 
supersets of known conflicts sets. 
• As we are interested only in minimal conflict sets (justified by Theorem I ), we only 
need to generate minimal assumption sets. The result is a list of proposed values, 
including their dependencies (which components have to be correct o derive these 
values). The minimal conflict sets based upon these dependencies are then used to 
construct all possible diagnoses (including multiple faults). 
Both the minimality and the consistency condition are used as an optimization for the deduction 
process. 
In order to facilitiate the learning phase of the system, conflict detection is not implemented by 
a value-driven forward-chaining inference ngine as in Ref. [3]. A demand-driven backward-chain- 
ing partial-evaluation mechanism is used, which also provides the necessary information to 
generalize the diagnostic ases. 
4.3.2. Prediction rule generation. To get all predicted values we generate prediction rules ( P rules) 
for each port by partial evolution. These P rules consist of predicates and functions using the values 
of already measured points and a set of literals representing the assumptions of correct working 
components. The consequent (positive literal) is the predicted value for an output port. 
Let us assume in the D74 example that t'al(in2(X), Z) and t'al(in I(X), Y) for X ~ {m I, m2, m3 I, 
are already measured. We can generate a general description for t,a/(out(a I, Y)): 
cal(outla I), Y),-ok(m I), ~'al(in I(m I), V1 ), cal(in2(m I), I/2), 
ok(m2), t'al(in I(m2), I,'3), t,al(in2(m2), 1,'4), 
ok(al). 1"5= 1'1.I,'2. 1"6= V3.1,'4. ]"= I /5+ 1/6. 
In a more readable notation fusing measurement point symbols etc.), this would be represented 
by the expression f= ac + hd. assuming the correct behavior of m I, m2 and al .  
Predicates which are known to be true, e.g. adder(ale, are pruned. Partial evaluation uses all 
possible model behavior ules and stops at points which have already been measured. (In EBL 
terms these measurement points would be called "operational".) 
Recursi,,e inference is handled by pruning repeating subgoals of the form t'al(.v,, t'). Ordinary 
evaluation would have to reuse new instantiations for repeating subgoals (see Ref. [I I]). However. 
as there is only one value possible for each port in a consistent model, no new value can be 
generated by a recursi~e valuation of the same goal (see also Ref. [12]). 
+In the follo~ing ~e x~dl not distinguish between derived and obser,,ed values for conflict detection. 
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The rule set for each port x, consists of rules of the following form: 
(E~B^A) ,  
where 
• E (expression) is an expression of the form val(x,, v), were t' can be instantiated 
by an (evaluable) expression term for x, derived from the system model predicting 
a value for x,. 
• B (condition set) is a conjunction of predicates incorporating the values of 
measurement points previously selected. Therefore, the conditions of B determine 
if the rule is admissible for the current combination of measurement values. 
• ,4 (assumption set) is a conjunction of predicates of the form ok(C). Thus .4 
describes which components have to be assumed to work correctly in order to 
predict val(x,, v ). 
Observations are of the form val(x,, v,~.), where v,~ denotes the measured value. The system 
description SD and the set of observations OBS uniquely determine a set of conflict sets which 
establish the possible diagnoses. 
The rules propose values and assumption sets for the measurement points. The assumption sets 
are maintained to be minimal and consistent. 
Depending on which values are already determined, the value/assumption pair may lead to 
additional conflict sets or it can be subsumed. Since we are only interested in minimal conflicts and 
minimal assumption sets, rules with smaller assumption sets are evaluated first. Rules which are 
subsumed or not applicable in the current state (i.e. with an assumption set being a superset of 
an already existing conflict set) do not have to be evaluated [13]. 
4.4. Selection of  measurement points 
After all possible diagnoses have been found, we want to select a measurement point which is 
able to differentiate as much as possible between these diagnoses. The ideal result of such a test 
would be one highly probable diagnosis, with the other possible candidates highly improbable. 
The entropy [14] 
H = -~ 'p ,  logp,, 
is used as a discrimination function, where p, is the probability that the candidate i is the actual 
set of faulty components. As candidates we use all possible sets of faulty components which restore 
consistency. The other components c ~ COMPONENTS are assumed to work correctly. Minimal 
candidates represent the possible diagnoses. 
The application of the entropy for test selection has been used by Refs [5, 15] and has been 
adapted for measurement selection by Ref. [3]. 
Choosing the entropy as discrimination function is possible because the entropy has the following 
property: the value of the entropy is maximal when all possibilities have equal probability p,. It 
is minimal (zero). when one possibility has probability one and all other probabilities are zero. We 
try to select those measurement points which minimize the entropy. 
The initial probabilities are computed using the fault probabilities of the components. Under the 
assumption that the component faults are independent, we can compute the initial probability, that 
C, is the set of faulty components by 
p,= [-[ p(c is faulty) I-I (1 -p (c  is faulty)). 
,~(- ~¢(', 
If a new value is measured, the probability of a candidate shifts and can be computed by the 
Bayes" rule. For a more detailed description and justification see Ref. [3]. 
p/., 
p~" = , I ~ S,~, 
p(x, = l',~ )
p~idtm 
p~= . I~U, ,  
p(x, = ~',~l ) 
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where 
p(x+ = V,k ) = p(S,~ ) + p( U,)/m. 
The number of different possible values for x, is m. S,k is the set of candidates Cj in which x~ 
must be t,,~. These predictions follow from the system model and the assumed faulty components 
of each candidate. If too many faulty components are assumed, no value for x, may be predicted 
by some candidates. In these cases we assume all values to be equally probable. All those candidates 
C,, which do not predict a value for x,, are included in U,. 
The probabilities of the S,~ and of U, are computed as follows: 
p(S,,.)= ~ p,, 
C~ E S~ 
p(U,)= ~ p,. 
C~ I.'~ 
A set of observations results in a set of minimal conflict sets which defines an entropy value. 
As we do not know the measurement value in advance and hence not the actual resulting entropy 
of the candidates, we have to compute the expected entropy based on the probabilities of the 
different values. The expected entropy for a measurement point x~ is 
H,.(x,) = Z p(x,= v,~)H(x,=t',k) 
k=l  
and is used to select that x which minimizes H,.(x~). This will lead to a minimum number of 
measurements in the average. 
As only the relative order of the different H,.(x,)s is important and not their exact values, it is 
sufficient o compute the expected entropy change AH,.(x,). We select the measurement point x, 
which minimizes AH,(x,). 
AH,.(x,)= ~ p(x,=v,~)logp(x,=l',~)+p(U,)logp(U,) np(U~) iogp(U,) 
~=t  m m 
The number of predicted values is n and depends on the values already measured. An analysis 
of the formula for AH,.(x,) shows that AH,,(x,) depends on the amount of values predicted for x,, 
together with the probability of S,~ and of U,. The sets S,k and U, are constructed from the actual 
minimal conflicts and the assumption sets of the distinct values of x,. 
To recognize changes in the S,~ and U, sets, we use assumption patterns. 
Definition 4 (assumption pattern) 
An assumption pattern of an x, is a set of tuples (E, A ) representing the predicted values v,a 
for an x, and their assumption sets, A,A~ . . . . .  Ai~. 
The assumption sets of the t',A are minimal and consistent. Assumption sets for the same v,a are 
merged. So the ~,,~ of an assumption pattern are distinct. 
If we change the t,,, under the constraint that the inequalities between them are preserved then 
the result of AH (x.) will not change. If two different v,k are replaced by the same value, then the 
labels are merged and therefore the S,~ and U, sets may change. 
Example 5 
The assumption pattern of an x, might be ( I ,  {ok (e I)}, {ok (c 2), ok (c 3)}), if we can derive a value 
I for .,c using two different paths (over component c l and over components c2, c3). 
Definition 5 (equality of assumption patterns) 
Two assumption patterns are equal if their tuples are equal up to different v,~. (see Example 6). 
Theorem 2 
If, for a system description SD and a set of measurement points MP, two different measurement 
value sets (derived from different input combinations) have equal assumption patterns and the same 
minimal conflict sets have been detected uring label generation, then their AH,.(x,) are equal. 
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Proof(informal). As discussed in the previous ection, the change of the entropy AH~(x,) depends 
on the p(S,L ), on p(U,) and on n. If we have equal assumption patterns and conflict sets, none of 
these are changed. Therefore, also the AH (x,) stay the same. 
Example 6 
Two different ~alues for a measurement point are predicted and we can generate two assumption 
patterns by different measured values during two diagnostic sessions for the same SD, MP and 
conflict sets. 
First session" 
Second session : 
x, = (I,,', ok(c I)',., {ok(c2), ok(c3)} ) 
(2,~ok(c4)~ ).
x, = ( I,{ok(c l )}, {ok(c2), ok(c3)}) 
(4,{ok(c4)~j). 
These two assumption patterns are equal. Furthermore, if the same minimal conflict sets are 
detected, then AH,.(.,c ) for both sessions are equal. 
Additionally we can state the following corollaries: 
Corollary I 
If two diagnostic sessions agree with respect o their SD, MP and minimal conflict sets and for 
all x,e MP their assumption patterns are equal, then all AH,.(x,) are equal, and therefore the same 
measurement point is selected. 
Corollary 2 
We can also directly compare condition patterns consisting of (E, B)  tuples instead of 
assumption patterns consisting of (E, .4 ) tuples, as each tuple of an assumption pattern can be 
related uniquely to a set of tuples of a condition pattern. 
5. DECIS ION TREE 
5. I. Structure 
According to the tasks and principles discussed in the previous section, nodes and labels in the 
decision tree have to represent he following diagnostic haracteristics: 
• The measurement which has to be selected in a given situation. 
• The measurement values which lead to conflict sets. 
In general, the decision tree consists of two alternating levels, as show.n in Fig. 3: 
I. Measurement nodes denote the proposed measurements. Branches leading into 
these nodes describe the conditions (assumption patterns (E, ,4 )) under which the 
given measurement point is selected (measurement selection labels). 
Alternatively, we can use condition patterns consisting of tuples of the form 
(E, B). thus denoting the applicable rules. This gives a more explicit represen- 
tation of the conditions and allows better reduction of subsequent P rule sets. 
On the other hand more than one condition pattern can correspond to one 
assumption pattern. Because of the reduction advantages we will use condition 
patterns in the full adder example in Appendix A. 
2. Diagnosis nodes include the current conflict sets CS~ depending on the measure- 
ments made so far, or - - i f  a sufficient diagnosis has been found--they denote the 
final diagnosis D;. 
The branches leading into such a node describe the generalized conditions 
(expression labels E~, E,) which have to be fulfilled by the value measured in the 
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CS,  = 0 
P,-rules.lM'l 
( ~  ") 
I~  I " I 
F~g, 3 Decision tree. 
last step to produce a certain conflict. The expression labels denote which of the 
applicable assumption (resp. condition patterns) become inconsistent by the new 
observation. 
Each diagnosis node includes a set of P rules of the form <E,--B ^  d >. 
The first diagnosis node represents the root node of the system (empty 
diagnosis), and also stores the measurements M, already taken prior to starting 
the diagnosis process. 
The previous storage structure, as well as the following algorithm, have been designed for easy 
readability rather than efficienc,,. Several obvious optimizations are used in the implemented 
version to a~,oid multiple evaluation and to use shared storage structures. 
5.2..41gorithm 
The following algorithm is used to traverse the tree (if the diagnostic ase can be classified in 
a previously learned class), as well as to construct a new part of the decision tree (if we get a case 
~hich falls into a new class). We start ~.ith a diagnosis node including the first P rule set and the 
system description SD, where the later will not be changed during execution of the algorithm. 
Therefore we have 
• OBS,. a set of already taken measurement values at measurement points MP,: 
• MP,., a set of further possible measurements with predicted measurement values 
OBS,,: 
• CSS, a set of conflict sets, possibly empty. 
Algorithm I (Generation attd trat'ersal of the decision tree) 
I. Pattern generation. Evaluating the P rule set produces assumption (resp. con- 
dition) patterns including each A', e MP,. These patterns of <E, A > (resp. <E, B>) 
tuples characterize the selection of a new measurement. 
2. ,%¢easurement s lection. If the generated set of patterns corresponds to an already 
existing measurement selection label, we follow this branch and select the 
measurement proposed in the measurement ode. Otherwise, we generate a new 
node for this pattern with a measurement proposed by the entropy function, and 
label the branch leading to this node with the generated set of patterns. 
3. Measurement test. We measure the selected measurement point to get a new 
observation, which leads to a (possibly empty) set of new (minimal) conflict sets. 
If the value corresponds to an already existing expression label, we follow this 
branch to a diagnosis node. Otherwise we generate a new generalized expression 
label and a new diagnosis node. 
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4. End of diagnosis, if we have reached a sufficient diagnosis, the algorithm outputs 
this diagnosis and stops. Conditions for a sufficient diagnosis include: no more 
measurements possible, one single sufficiently probable diagnosis, repair of 
remaining possibly faulty components i cheaper than further testing (especially 
under time constraints), etc. 
5. P Rule generation. If we generated a new diagnosis node in the previous step, 
which does not represent a sufficient diagnosis, we have to derive a new P rule 
set for this node. These P rules (predictions for measurements x, e MPu) are 
generated by partially evaluating all possible measurement points. They consist 
of an assumption set A, conditions B. and a general expression x, = ~'. 
6. Update OBS,, MP,,, CSS, go to I. 
The partial construction of a diagnostic decision tree for a full adder circuit is described in 
Appendix A. 
We assume that we are able to model the behavior of the components (with n ports) completely 
with Horn clauses; either we have a functional dependency from arbitrary n - I ports to the nth 
ports or no dependency at all. This is the case for many common components such as adders, 
multipliers and logical gates. 
If this assumption does not hold, it is possible that additional new conflict sets might be 
discovered at ports other than the one just measured. The algorithm as described above discovers 
these conflicts one step later in the next pattern generation phase. 
To change this behavior, we have two possibilities. We can extend the "'val" representation f 
values, to denote not only constant values, but also constraints (e.g. x > 5). Doing this, we get not 
only expression labels x = 4 or x ~ 4, but also labels like x < 4. The other possibility is to evaluate 
the next step P-rules before determining all possible conflict sets. Using this approach only those 
P-rules have to be considered which are introduced by the new measurement (i.e. depend on the 
measurement value). 
5.3. Size estimations 
In this section we give some size estimations for the generated ecision tree to show the 
approximate space consumption of our approach. 
Theorem 3 
The maximal ength of a path in the decision tree is twice the number of necessary measurements 
to produce the resulting diagnosis (measurement selection plus expression label branches). 
Prooj~ The maximal ength follows from the definition of Algorithm 1. Measurement selection 
labels can be deleted, if they are always true. In such a case the depth of the tree decreases (see 
D74 example). 
Corollary 3 
Let us consider only single faults and complete testability (possible measurement points after 
each component). If we detect an incorrect value which depends on an assumption set of n 
components, we have to take n measurements in the worst case to detect the faulty component. 
The branching factor is not as easy to estimate. In general, it will be quite large if we also consider 
multiple faults. However, we can state the following theorem for an important special case: 
Theorem 4 
Let us consider only single faults. If the conflict sets corresponding to the expression labels on 
the branches leading away from a measurement ode M are disjunct and all measurement selection 
labels below M are empty, then no two leaves of the subtree with root M have the same single 
fault diagnosis. 
Proof (informal). In the case of single faults, the final diagnosis is the intersection of all conflict 
sets. If these conflict sets are disjunct in different subtrees, only different single fault diagnoses are 
possible in these subtrees. However, if we have different proposed measurements, the subtrees 
below may have identical diagnoses. 
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This theorem can be applied to the D74 circuit, thus restricting the size of the decision tree 
independently from the possible input combinations. It is also applicable to each of the subtrees 
below the first measurement in the full adder circuit. 
Additionally, it should be observed that although the decision tree can grow rather large in some 
cases, its size is comparable with heuristically constructed rule bases or decision trees, which try 
to exploit the exact behavior of the components in order to ask as few questions as possible. 
6. CONCLUSIONS AND COMPARISONS 
As discussed before we can describe our system as extending and integrating several existing 
approaches in the area of diagnosis and learning. 
I. It compiles diagnostic knowledge into efficient decision tree format. 
2. It generalizes decision trees based on information theoretic attribute selection 
principles (see Ref. [5]) by including generalized ecision labels derived from an 
underlying structural and behavioral model. 
3. It integrates explanation and similarity based learning methods using partial 
evaluation techniques and decision tree generation algorithms. 
In contrast to existing approaches based on inductive learning algorithms like Ref. [9] our 
learning algorithm does not depend on specific values and exhaustive xamples. 
While Ref. [9] uses a complete example set to build his decision tree, our approach uses 
knowledge inherent in the system model analyzing the diagnosis of just a few examples which is 
similar to explanation based approaches. 
Additionally, the resulting decision tree will be smaller in most cases, as we are able to use 
generalized labels based on system knowledge instead of a set of constant values based only on 
the set of given training examples. 
The goal of Ref. [16] is to generate generalized symptom-failure association rules for single faults. 
Ref. [17] generates a decision tree using different input test patterns for a circuit to test its 
correctness. Optimal measurement selection is not handled in these papers: only the outputs can 
be used as measurement points. Note that if we want to test the correctness of a circuit, the quality 
of a given input test pattern P, can be judged by the size of the assumption sets it produces in the 
P rules. If the minimal assumption sets are smaller than for another test pattern Pj, then more 
failures are masked using P, instead of Pj, and some faulty components may not be detected. 
The decision tree is extendable further to cover multiple fault diagnoses incrementally asneeded, 
whereas a similarity based approach would either need a small exclusive set of existing multiple 
faults beforehand or would face combinatorial explosion trying to cover all theoretically possible 
multiple faults. 
Additionally, by modifying EBL based methods using partial evaluation techniques, the danger 
of overspecification f constraints and characterizations inherent in EBL can be avoided. 
Our system is able to employ an incremental learning algorithm to produce the decision tree. 
Due to the partial evaluation approach and the background system knowledge the parts of the tree 
already constructed need not be modified as would be the case in a pure similarity based approach 
(compare ID4 [18] and ID5 [19]). 
Although the algorithm is independent of the implementation, it is quite amenable to use a logic 
programming environment. The system model can be conveniently represented by Horn clauses, 
and partial evaluation of these clauses is easy, since concise and efficient logic programming 
techniques for this problem exist. 
Additional generalization over structural properties of the circuit can lead to substantial 
reductions of the size of the decision tree. This technique no longer relies on specific measurement 
points and components. Rather, patterns and structures are used which can be instantiated by the 
appropriate actual objects. 
If we look at the D74 circuit, we recognize a symmetry between the upper and the lower half 
of the circuit. Compression by structural generalization basically results in a tree having only one 
(more general) isomorphic subtree for x and z together. The new decision tree has three nodes less 
than the uncompressed one. 
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Our partial evaluation algorithm can be extended by stopping the partial evaluation of 
measurement points earlier, to exclude information about specific omponents and to use only the 
structure of the circuit. For the D74 circuit this amounts to the introduction of the additional 
operational predicates adder, multiplier and conn. 
Much more drastic space reductions are possible in matrix like circuits like in Ref. [8]. The goal 
of such a matrix is to connect input signals on the one side to output channels on the other side. 
Using the structural generalization technique for this matrix results in an idealized path which can 
be instantiated by different components o diagnose all arbitrarily instantiated paths through the 
matrix. The resulting decision tree will be independent of the size of the matrix. 
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APPENDIX A 
Full Adder Example 
In this Appendix we show part of the generation of the decision tree for the full adder circuit as depicted in Fig. A.I. 
The constructed branches of the tree lead to conflict sets (a I, a2, o l ) ,  (a I, o 1), (a2) and to the single fault diagnoses 
[a I], [o I1 resp. [a21. The fadure probability of each component is 0.01. 
X 
! I - -  
Z 
f 
ol g 
Fig. AI. Full adder circmt ~,th x'l. x2 IXOR gates), al .  a2 (AND gates), ol (OR gate). 
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a,b,cmeasured 
j c--!_ / 
a=b= l / 
/ c=0 
f aA b--0 
~ - - 0  
c=l 
\ c--! 
g 
=0 --I 
no conflict set detecteLo "~ conflict set: <a], a2, oi> 
far ~ t r u e  
Y 
conflict set: conflict set and diagonsis: 
<al, o1> <a2> 
Fig. A2. Decision subtree for full adder circuit. 
The generated subtree for this example is depicted nn Fig. A.2. We begin to construct he root of the decision tree with 
the first diagnosis node. It includes the empty diagnosis, a priori measured values are a, b and c. 
To construct he P rule set for this node, we generate the following rules fur l ,  g, x. y and z by partial evaluation and 
some obvious algebraic simplifications. 
I ok (x l ) ,ok (x2)  - - , f=( (a#b)#c)  
2 ok(a l ) .ok (a2) ,ok (o l )  c =O.a^b =O. - - ,g=O 
3 ok[a [ ) ,ok (o l )  a =b = I ~g  = 1 
4 ok(a2) ,ok [o l ) ,ok (x l )  c = I .a  ~b ~g= I 
5 ok [a2) ,ok (a l ) .ok (o l ) ,ok (x l )  c = I ,a  =b =O--,g =0 
6 ok(v l )  --*x =(a  ¢b)  
7 ok(a2) c =0 --,v =0 
8 ok(a2) ,ok (~ l )  c = I --,y =(a  ~b)  
9 ok(a l) --*: = a ^ b 
The first rob includes the assumption set A, which describes the minimal set of correctly working components in this 
rule. The second row includes the conditions B on the already taken measurements a, b, c, which are necessary for the 
application of this rule. The last row includes an expression for the value of possible measurement points depending on 
A and B. 
Expressions for g include only constants, because of the strong conditions B used in these rules. (The expressions evaluate 
to only one value under these constraints.) 
Possible patterns are found by combining different rules. Measurement points f, x, : have empty conditions and only 
one rule and need not be taken into account for the measurement selection branches. Five different condition patterns are 
generated by combining rules 2 with 7, 3 and 7, 3 with 8,4 with 8 and 5 with 8. 
These five different measurement selection labels lead to three measurement odes suggesting g and two nodes suggesting 
f (If several measurement points result in the same entropy we have taken the first one in alphabetical order). As only 
one rule is present for each measurement on all branches, we only have to check the conditions to select the appropriate 
branch. No inequalities between different rules have to be checked. 
In the follo,~ing descriptions we ~,ill describe only the part of the decision tree resulting from examples fulfilling the 
condition (c = 0, a .,~ b = 0). This is the label of the branch leading to a measurement ode of g. 
The two branches fanning out from this node have the expression labels g = 0 (producing no conflict) and g = I 
tproducing the conflict set (a I. a2. o I)). 
No~ the following rule set is produced by partial evaluation. Conditions of rules which have been generated before need 
not be checked an2~ more, and are therefore not considered in the following description. However, the new predictions have 
to be compared with the old ones. 
[0 ok(a l ) ,ok (a2) .ok (o l ) ,ok (x2)  g = I .a  ^b =0,  c = I - . * f=O 
II ok(a l ) ,ok (o l ) ,ok (x2)  g =0,  c = 1 . - * f= I 
12 ok(a l ) .ok (a2) ,ok (o l )  g = I ,a  ^b =0 --,~" = I 
13 ok(a2) .ok (o l )  g =O,c  = I ~.~" =0 
14 ok(o i l  g =0 ~.r  =0 
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15 ok(a l ) ,ok (o l )  g=l ,a^b=O - ,y=l  
16 ok(a2) ,ok(o l )  g = I ,c =0 --,: = I 
17 ok(a l ) ,ok (a2) ,ok (o l ) ,ok (x l )  g =c  = I ,a  =b ---,: = I 
Rules whose condittons are inconsistent with the current measurement selection condition c = 0, a ^ b = 0, need not be 
considered, regardless of the value measured for g. 
Now let us assume that g ts measured to be I. Then all rules with g = 0 in their condition part can be deleted. 
The current conflict set CS is (a I, a2, o I ). Therefore, any rule with an assumption set .4 _~ CS can be deleted (because 
the assumptions of A are inconsistentS. 
Using all these restrictions, only one rule can be applied for f and .x- respecttvely, where these rules are always applicable 
(empty condition, rules I and 6). 
For measurement y we can apply rules 7 and 15, which always predict different results. A stmilar situation can be detected 
for measurement : (rules 9 and 16). The conditions of these rules are either empty or are fulfilled in any case (because of 
the previous measurement selection and conflict labels). 
Therefore, we have only one possible condition pattern for each measurement point, which will be fulfilled in each case 
and need not be checked. The measurement selection label is empty, since the measurement ode proposes y independent 
of the previous measurements. 
If the ~alue of y is measured to be 0, we get a new conflict set (a I, o I) leading to the single fault diagnoses [a I] and 
loll. If the value o fy  is I, we get (a2)  and [a2] as diagnosis. 
Similar subsequent i erations of the algorithm with other diagnostic ases lead to a complete decision tree, where each 
single fault corresponds to a leaf of the tree. All measurement selection labels in the subtrees starting with the measurement 
nodes for g (resp..f) are empty. 
APPENDIX  B 
Parltal Et'aluation Algorithm 
While designing our algorithm, we have extended techniques from partial evaluation and explanation based learning 
research. An easy implementation of these ideas .n Prolog was possible. The basic partial evaluation algorithm is shown 
below. 
peval((val(M, V). G2), (L1. L2)):- 
not db(val(M, V)), 
redoable_assert (db(val ( M. V) ) 5, 
peval(val(M, V), L1 ). 
redoable_retract (db(val(M. V)) 5, 
peval(G2, L2). 
peval((G1. G2), (L1, L2)):- 
not (G1 =val(M,V)),  
peval(Gl, L1 ). 
peval(G2, L25. 
peval(L, L):- 
operational(L),!, 
provable(L). 
peval(G. L):- 
(G ,- Body). 
peval(Body, L). 
do-peval(M):- 
writeln (['****peval:' ,M. '****'] ). 
redoable_assert(db(M)), 
peval(M, B), 
not(subsumed(M) , 
assert_rule(M. B), 
writeln ([ M,' ,-- '. B] ), 
fail. 
do_peval(M). 
provable(L):- 
not not call(L), 
redoable_assert(X):-assert(X). 
redoable_assert (X):-assert (X),l.fail. 
redoable_retract(X):-retract(X). 
redoable_retract (X):-assert(X),l,fail. 
Operational facts are those measurement points which have already been measured. If one of these points is evaluated 
in order to detect conflicts, its "'operational" property has to be retracted, otherwise we would stop already at the goal. 
Additional operational predicates are ok(X) and the arithmetic operations, which are implemented as predicates in our 
s)stem, Partial evaluation stops at these predicates. Variables are not bound to constants in the predicate "provable". We 
can cut off the partial evaluation tree if we encounter a t,al goal which has already been expanded. The symbol "'*--'" is 
used as implication operator for the system description. 
